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Abstract—Optical imaging of cardiac electrical activity usin
a voltage-sensitive dye provides high spatial resolution map
action potential propagation and repolarization. Char
coupled-device~CCD! camera-based imaging systems, ho
ever, are limited by their low signal-to-noise ratio. We ha
developed an image processing method to enhance the qu
of optical signals recorded using a CCD camera. The metho
based on the observation that within a small neighborhood
adjacent pixels, the morphology of the optical action poten
varies little except for a phase shift in time resulting from t
propagation of the wavefront. The method uses a pha
correlation technique to first correct for this time shift befo
spatially filtering with a 535 Gaussian convolution kerne
(s51.179). A length 5 median filter is then applied to furth
reduce noise by filtering in the temporal domain. The ima
processing scheme allows for more accurate extraction of m
of electrical activation, repolarization, and action potential d
ration. © 2001 Biomedical Engineering Society.
@DOI: 10.1114/1.1408927#

Keywords—Voltage-sensitive dye, Optical mapping, Imag
processing, Electrophysiology.

INTRODUCTION

Optical recording of electrical activity in the hea
using a voltage-sensitive dye has proven to be a us
tool in investigating patterns of cardiac action potent
propagation and repolarization. Unlike intracellular a
extracellular electrode recording techniques, optical
cordings do not require physical contact with the my
cardium and can thus provide high resolution spa
maps of electrical activity. Cardiac optical mapping h
been used in a variety of preparations ranging from
single cell17,19 to the intact organ.4,6,10Applications have
included imaging the patterns of ventricul
fibrillation,8,20 reentrant phenomena,7,14 and the conduc-
tion pathway through the atrioventricular node.3
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The basis of the optical recording is the voltage se
sitive fluorescent dye whose fluorescence intensity va
in response to transmembrane potential.12 The dyes have
a very fast response time on the order of microsecon
Thus, the temporal resolution achievable by optical m
ping is currently limited by the recording technolog
rather than by the response of the dye. The two prim
hardware configurations used for recording optical s
nals involve either photodiode arrays or charge-coupl
device ~CCD! cameras. Photodiode arrays can provi
high sensitivity with good quantum efficiency and lo
dark current, and high temporal resolutions in excess
1 kHz, but their spatial resolution is limited to less tha
500 or so total elements~commercially available arrays
greater than 256 elements are difficult to find!. CCD
cameras, on the other hand, can provide over 100 tim
the spatial resolution of photodiode arrays and are av
able off the shelf; however CCD camera systems
limited by their poor signal-to-noise ratio and relative
lower temporal resolution.

Since CCD camera-based optical imaging is more
verely limited in temporal than spatial resolution, w
have developed a new combination of temporal and s
tial filtering techniques to enhance the information co
tent of activation and repolarization maps. The approa
makes use of two basic properties of the spread of e
trical excitation throughout the myocardium:~1! im-
pulses propagate in a wave-like fashion across the h
surface; and~2! in general the morphology of the optica
action potential normally does not vary greatly within
small neighborhood of adjacent pixels. These obser
tions allow the spatial filtering to be improved by fir
adjusting for phase shifts between neighboring signa

IMAGE ACQUISITION

Experimental Methods

All data were acquired from the epicardium of is
lated Langendorff perfused rabbit hearts. The experim
tal preparation used has been previously describe18
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FIGURE 1. Normalized raw optical action potentials extracted from a 5 Ã5 pixel region of the image shown on the left. Each
tracing represents the local electrical activity at a distinct image pixel.
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Briefly, the heart of an anesthetized New Zealand wh
rabbit was exposed, arrested, and rapidly excised.
coronary arteries were perfused with a warm (35– 37°
oxygenated~95% O2, 5% CO2! modified Tyrodes solu-
tion. The electromechanical decoupling agent 2,3 buta
dione monoxime~15 mM! was added to the perfusate
reduce motion artifact. The tissue was stained with a
ml bolus injection of the voltage sensitive dye, di-
ANEPPS~10.4mM!, into the coronary arteries. The hea
was paced at 240 beats per minute from the left v
tricular epicardium using a bipolar electrode at appro
mately twice diastolic threshold.

Hardware Configuration

The hardware setup has also been described in a
vious publication.18 Excitation light from a 300 W Xe
arc lamp ~Oriel Instruments, Stratford, CT! was passed
through a dichroic mirror to filter out UV and IR com
ponents and subsequently through a 516645 nm band-
pass filter. The excitation light beam was then split w
a bifurcating fiber optic bundle and directed as uniform
as possible onto the surface of the left ventricular f
wall. An electronic shutter limited the exposure of th
heart to the excitation light to a few seconds per ru
thus minimizing the phototoxic and photobleaching
fects of the dye.

The emitted fluorescence from the heart was pas
through a.610 nm high pass filter and focused with
fast 50 mm lens~1:0.95, Navitar, Rochester, NY! onto an
-

-

8-bit CCD camera~Dalsa, Waterloo, Ontario model CA
D1-256!. The camera had a base pixel resolution
2563256 but was operated in a binning mode in whi
the charge from adjacent pixels was combined, incre
ing sensor sensitivity while reducing resolution. The r
sult was a final spatial resolution of 1283128 at a rate of
399 frames per second.

IMAGE PROCESSING

All image processing algorithms were developed u
ing the MATLAB programming environment. The imag
processing routines were run on a Silicon Graph
Octane workstation with a 350 MHz MIPS R1200
processor.

Preprocessing

An optical signal was obtained from each pixel on t
surface of the heart in the time series of fluoresc
images~Fig. 1!. Depolarization of the myocardial tissu
results in a decrease in dye fluorescence intensity, so
signals were first inverted to better represent a cellu
action potential. The background diastolic 8-bit intens
value was calculated by taking the median value of
points within the lowest 20% of the signal range. T
signals were then normalized by calculating the fra
tional change in fluorescence compared to the ba
ground diastolic signal (DF/F). Plots of the normalized
raw optical action potentials are shown in Figs. 1 a
2~b!.
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FIGURE 2. „a… Representative
raw optical action potential
from a single pixel location; „b…
the signal after inversion and
normalization; „c… the signal
following 5 Ã5 spatial filtering
without phase shifting; „d… the
signal following 5 Ã5 spatial
filtering with phase shifting; „e…
the final signal after length 5
median temporal filtering; „f… a
representative model signal
before filtering.
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Phase-Shift Spatial Filtering

Given that the morphology of the raw signals within
local neighborhood of pixels varies quite modestly~Fig.
1!, it was concluded that spatial averaging would prov
an effective means of noise reduction. However, the s
ation was complicated by the fact that the signal was
only varying in time, but was also moving as a wav
front, varying in space. Epicardial conduction velociti
in the rabbit heart range between 15 and 80 cm/s.15,18At
the pixel resolution and magnification of our system, t
translates to a temporal shift in the signal of 2–0.4 m
respectively, between adjacent pixels. Failing to corr
for this shift would result in a blurring of the signa
and loss of key features such as the sharp upstrok
depolarization.

Therefore, a phase-correlation technique was e
ployed to correct for this time shift prior to performin
any spatial filtering. The phase-correlation method is
ten used to compute the shift in time signals collected
a sensor array.9 The principle behind the technique is a
follows:

Let f 2 be the time-shifted version off 1 :

f 2~ t !5 f 1~ t2t0!.
f

Taking the Fourier transform of both sides gives

F2~u!5e2 j 2put0F1~u!,

and therefore

F2~u!F1* ~u!

uF1~u!F1* ~u!u
5e2 j 2put0 .

Taking the inverse transform gives an impulse functi
which is centered at the shift,t0 .

The measured optical action potential was not exac
a time-shifted version of its neighbor, but also differed
a result of noise and as a result of any underlying m
phological changes. In general, the latter differenc
were negligible within a neighborhood of adjacent pixe
The noise differences between adjacent pixels could
substantial, but the phase-correlation method has b
shown to be very robust against noise.2,11 In the presence
of noise, the inverse transform of the ratio yielded
approximate discrete delta function, but the peak of
function could still be used reliably to ascertain the sh
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The signals were spatially filtered using a cente
535 Gaussian convolution kernel (s51.179). Thus, for
each pixel, the relative phase shifts of the surrounding
signals were calculated using the above method. Be
calculating phase shifts, all action potentials were int
polated in time by a factor of 10 so that subframe ph
shifts could be resolved. The interpolation algorithm e
ployed a low-pass finite impulse response~FIR! filter,
which allowed the original data to pass through u
changed and interpolated between so that the me
square errors between the interpolated points and t
ideal values were minimized. The signals from the s
rounding pixels were shifted to be in phase with t
center pixel, and then were decimated without low-p
filtering back to original temporal resolution. After pha
shifting, the convolution kernel was applied to the neig
borhood for each frame. Figures 2~c! and 2~d! show
the signal after spatial filtering without and with pha
shifting.

Temporal Filtering

After the signals were spatially filtered, the sign
quality was further enhanced by the application of
temporal filter. The three types of temporal filters co
sidered were centered median filters of lengths 3,5,7,
9, a low-pass Kaiser window filter (b55.5,vp50.2,vs

50.6,d50.001), and a mean-value filter of length 5. T
median filter of length 5 was chosen because it b
preserved the steep upstroke of the optical action po
tial, a key feature in determining the activation time.
representative plot of the final filtered signal is shown
Fig. 2~e!.

Feature Extraction

Once the images were filtered, we were able to ap
an algorithm to extract and map key features from
optical action potentials. The activation times were ide
tified as the time of maximum first derivative of th
action potential upstroke. Prior to calculating activati
time, the signals were again interpolated by a factor
10 to attain subframe resolution of activation time. F
ure 3 shows the activation, repolarization, and act
potential duration~APD! maps recorded during an ep
sode of left ventricular epicardial pacing. Figure 3~a!
shows activation maps generated from the unfiltered
signals, unshifted but filtered signals, and phase-shi
then filtered signals using the same activation time al
rithm. Note how the unshifted map appears blurred co
pared with the phase-shifted maps.

To calculate action potential repolarization time, t
peak of the signal following the upstroke was first ide
tified. Action potential repolarization time was comput
by determining the time at which the optical action p
tential had recovered 80% from the peak value. Fig
-
r

-

3~b! maps the 80% repolarization times calculated fro
the unfiltered images and after the application of the t
different filtering schemes. The pattern of repolarizati
is also much crisper in the phase-shifted images. T
APD maps in Fig. 3~c! were calculated by subtractin
the activation time from the 80% repolarization tim
ateach pixel. The filtering process is particularly impo
tant when extracting APD maps, as the slight errors
activation and repolarization times incurred witho
phase shifting are amplified in the APD map@Fig. 3~c!#,
and may cause artifactual alterations in any estimation
the dispersion of APD. The dispersion of action potent
duration is often used as an index of arrythmogenicit

VALIDATION

To quantify the effects of the signal processin
scheme on signal accuracy, a propagating action pote
was simulated using a modified FitzHugh–Nagum
model.16 A 16332 finite element mesh was construct
representing a 5310 mm rectangle of tissue, which i
comparable to that recorded in our experiments. T
model was sampled at 500 Hz at the nodes, giving
spatial and temporal resolution comparable to those u
in experiments. The diffusion coefficients were set
give an approximate conduction velocity of 20 cm/s
the cross-fiber direction and 30 cm/s in the fiber dire
tion, which are within the ranges observed in expe
ments. This combination of parameters resulted in
phase shift between nodes of 1.0–1.5 ms, thus, the ra
of phase shifts within a pixel neighborhood was the sa
as or greater than the sampling period of 2 ms. T
signals were scaled to cover a range of 15, which
similar to the range of the measured 8-bit intensity v
ued optical action potentials. Gaussian noise (s50.7)
was independently added to each signal, after which
signals were rounded to the nearest integer, resulting
quantized noisy signals like those observed in exp
ments. The signals were then rescaled to a range o
corresponding to the range of experimental signals a
normalization@Fig. 2~f!#. The data set was then filtere
using the above algorithm.

Four error measures were used to evaluate sig
quality. These error measures were all percent diff
ences between the final filtered signal and the origi
simulated signal~before noise had been added!, specifi-
cally: ~1! percent mean signed difference of the rate
depolarization, calculated by sequence averaging the
ference of the rate of depolarization throughout the u
stroke for each signal, and dividing by the ensem
average of the maximum rate of depolarization;~2! per-
cent mean absolute difference of the signal magnitu
during repolarization, calculated by sequence averag
the absolute difference of the signal throughout repo
ization ~signal peak to 80% recovery!, then dividing by
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FIGURE 3. „a… Activation maps, „b… repolarization maps, and „c… action potential duration maps extracted from unfiltered,
unshifted but filtered, and phase-shifted then filtered images.
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the ensemble average of the maximum signal magnit
~during repolarization!; ~3! and ~4! percent signed differ-
ence of activation and repolarization times~as deter-
mined by the feature extraction algorithm describ
above!, calculated by taking the signed difference f
each signal, and dividing by the ensemble average
action potential duration~as defined above!.

Table 1 shows the distribution statistics of the abo
error measures calculated from the application of th
different Gaussian convolution kernels: 333 (s
50.631), 535 (s51.179), and 737 (s51.475) with
and without phase shifting. The actual coefficients of t
filters are listed in the Appendix. Without the phase sh
ing, the 333 filter resulted in a modest improvement
signal quality, as seen in the decrease of depolariza
rate error deviation, repolarization error, and repolari
tion error deviation. Application of the larger sized filte
decreased repolarization error and deviation, but wo
ened depolarization rate error and deviation due to
blurring effects discussed previously. Incorporating t
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TABLE 1. Error distribution statistics of AP characteristics. a

Unfiltered 333
s50.631

535
s51.179

737
s51.475

Percent mean signed difference of the rate of
depolarization

Unshifted
0.0663.80

5.8562.30 12.8863.93 18.4364.88
Phase-shifted 1.5561.70 0.7861.11 0.6360.98

Percent mean absolute difference of the signal magnitude
during repolarization

Unshifted
4.0060.53

1.1160.23 0.6560.15 0.5760.14
Phase-shifted 1.0660.23 0.6160.13 0.4960.11

Percent signed difference of activation time

Unshifted
062.00

060.20 060.35 060.47
Phase-shifted 060.13 060.11 060.11

Percent signed difference of repolarization time

Unshifted
Phase-shifted

060.36
20.1260.19

060.19
20.2460.27

060.13
20.3660.36

060.12

aValues were computed following the application of three different sized Gaussian convolution ker-
nels (333, 535, 737) without and with phase shifting.
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phase shifting improved signal quality compared to
unshifted for all three kernel sizes. The phase shift
significantly decreased the depolarization rate error
deviation. The decrease in signed error indicates that
algorithm attenuates a systematic error that reduces m
sured upstroke rate when filtering without phase shifti
The effect on signal-to-noise ratio due to phase shift
was not appreciable. Phase shifting also removes a
tematic error in the calculation of repolarization tim
Though the best signal quality was achieved with the
37 filter, the additional improvement was only slight
better than that achieved with the 535 kernel, and
comes at a significantly greater computational cost.

We independently evaluated the effectiveness of
filtering process using experimentally derived inform
tion. Thirty raw optical action potentials were random
sampled from four different hearts. For each signal,
ideal was carefully generated by hand according to
following criteria: The resting baseline signal was tak
as the mean signal before the start of the upstroke, wh
was determined by eye. The slope of the upstroke w
drawn to match the slope of the raw signal, and the p
was calculated from an average of peak values in the
signal. The shape of the plateau and repolarization w
traced out by hand, and the end-systolic baseline va
was calculated by averaging the last 10 points from
raw signal. The mean-squared errors between the i
and the filtered signals~both with and without phase
shifting! were calculated to measure the effectiveness
the filtering process. The conclusions drawn from the
validation procedures were consistent with those reac
using model-simulated test data.
-

-

l

DISCUSSION

CCD camera-based optical mapping provides a po
erful noncontact tool to visualize electrical activity in th
heart. The advantage of a CCD camera-based system
in its ability to capture data at very high spatial reso
tions, but the method can be limited by the lar
amounts of noise in the recorded signals. This limitati
can be thought of as a tradeoff between signal qua
and spatial resolution. We have developed an image p
cessing technique to overcome this limitation by taki
advantage of the dense spatial information to enhance
quality of the signal through filtering. Our technique
based on the observation that the morphology of
optical action potentials within a local neighborhood va
ies only by a phase shift in time.

Other investigators using camera-based optical m
ping systems have incorporated spatial filtering meth
without considering the phase characteristics of
signal.1,20 By correcting for this phase shift, we wer
able to filter over a much larger local area without lo
of signal accuracy and with much better results~Table
1!. The wave-based properties of electrical activati
have been used before to interpolate activation time d
from sparse arrays of electrocardiogram leads,13 but the
method presented here represents the first time that
information has been incorporated into a noise reduct
filtering process for optically recorded signals.

A limitation to our technique is the assumption th
the morphology of the optical action potentials rema
constant within the local area of averaged pixels. T
assumption may be affected by the local properties of
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myocardium or by the phenomena being imaged.
example, the morphology of the action potential chan
near the rotor of a reentrant scroll wave. External fact
such as the nonuniformity of the light source and t
magnification of the image would also affect local h
mogeneity of the recorded optical action potentials. F
situations where there is a high degree of local hete
geneity in the signals, we would need to decrease
area over which the signals are averaged. This could
achieved by reducing the pixel area of the sliding fil
or by increasing the magnification of the image.

The phase-shift image processing routine requires
the heart be free from motion during the optical reco
ings. This was achieved in our preparation using
pharmacological agent 2,3 butanedione monoxime. O
investigators have eliminated motion blur during optic
recordings by mechanically stabilizing the heart.4,5 With
the motion eliminated, each image pixel reflects the lo
electrical activity at a fixed location on the epicardium

Furthermore, the improvement in signal quality due
phase shifting was not substantial until the range
phase shifts within the pixel neighborhood used for s
tial averaging was equal to or greater than the samp
period. The range of phase shifts is influenced by ma
factors. As spatial resolution or conduction velocity i
creases, the range of neighborhood phase shifts
creases. However, camera capabilities and the are
tissue that is imaged limit spatial resolution. Increas
temporal resolution or the size of the spatial filter w
increase the range of phase shifts. Thus, as optical m
ping studies are performed in mice, for example,
increase in conduction velocity and spatial resolut
t

r

-
f

-

will be offset by the required increase in sampling fr
quency to resolve the action potentials properly, bols
ing the utility of this algorithm.

Another limitation is the significant increase in com
putational overhead required by the phase-shifting al
rithm. It took 53 min of computational time using th
phase-shift filtering routine to process 6049 signals, 1
points in length, with a 535 kernel, compared to 26 min
to perform the spatial filtering without the phase shiftin
However, our algorithm was developed using interpret
MATLAB code that was not optimized. However, simp
morphology checks can be used to determine which p
els of the frame are not within the region of interest a
therefore can be excluded from further calculations.

The image processing method presented will furth
expand the capabilities of a CCD camera-based opt
mapping system. It can be directly incorporated into
model-based parametric analysis of conduct
velocity.18 The filtering technique allows for more pre
cise determination of activation and repolarization tim
while retaining high spatial resolution. Such a data p
cessing technique, coupled with the ever improving ha
ware technologies that are becoming available, will allo
for more detailed visualizations of the comple
spatiotemporal electrical phenomena which make
ventricular fibrillation and other clinically relevan
arrhythmias.

APPENDIX

The following three Gaussian convolution kerne
were used to generate the values in Table 1.
Standard deviation~s! Coefficients

333 kernel 0.631
1

32F 1 4 1

4 12 4

1 4 1
G

535 kernel 1.179

1

146F 1 3 4 3 1

3 9 12 9 3

4 12 18 12 4

3 9 12 9 3

1 3 4 3 1

G
737 kernel 1.475

1

2643
0 1 2 3 2 1 0

1 3 6 8 6 3 1

2 6 13 16 13 6 2

3 8 16 20 16 8 3

2 6 13 16 13 6 2

1 3 6 8 6 3 1

0 1 2 3 2 1 0

4
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